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DISTANCE AND DEATH IN THE VEDA

H.W. BODEWITZ, Leiden

Yonder world denoted as pâraloka, para lokà or asâu lokäx is the heavenly
world, the ideal situation wished for in Vedic literature dealing with the

solemn (srauta) rituals. There is, however, also a distant region associated

with death which is less pleasant and therefore less mentioned in that
literature. It is the realm ofthe dead which is not lying above but under or on
the outskirts of the earth. In the Rgvedasamhitä heaven is the final destination

for only a few meritorious human beings in the latest layers of this text
(Bodewitz 1994). The relative silence about the probably older conception
of a subterranean realm of the dead, even in the oldest layers, is quite
understandable. There was no incentive for mentioning it as the ultimate fate

of man and since the opposition of heaven and hell or underworld still did
not exist, the deterrent was missing. At most one might express the wish
that bad people or rivals would be sent to it as soon as possible in a premature

death.

In the Atharvavedasamhitâ life after death is situated in both heaven
and the nether world, namely as a reward for typically Atharvan rituals (the
Atharvavedic answer to the challenge of the Vedic srauta sacrifices) and in
connection with sorcery (the magic of spells sending rivals or sinners to the
nether world or of primitive medicine in which one tries to save the free
soul of a dying person from the underworld) (Bodewitz 1999 a).

In the other Samhitäs and in the Vedic prose texts (which to some
extent miss the magic of the Atharvaveda) almost all emphasis is put on the
future life of the meritorious in heaven. Still even here there are some
traces of the old conception of a Vedic Hades. In post-Vedic literature
Yama's seat is in the underworld and ideas about hell become further
elaborated. In Vedic literature falling into the underworld or the hell
occurs. These places are sometimes denoted as holes or pits, but some holes
have to be interpreted as the doors to the underworld (Bodewitz 1999 b).
The catchwords for underworld (and hell?) are pit, hole, abyss, depth,
down, darkness and distance. The last mentioned code will be examined in
this article.

The para loka or asau loka in the Bhrgu story of JB. 1, 42 forms an exception,
since it evidently denotes the underworld or perhaps even hell.
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References to a non-heavenly yonder world which is far away2 are

mostly expressed by the term parävät 'distance'. Its connotation is negative,

though it is doubtful whether this implies that only some sort of hell is

meant3. Hell and the underworld in general are lying under the earth. How
can we connect the distant world with the underworld?

In several cultures the destination of the dead is situated in distant
places on the outskirts of the world, often in the West. In Vedic texts, however,

death is associated with the South. Since the West is the quarter where
the sun sets, it may represent the entrance to the nether world. God Varuna
is not only connected with the West but also with death and in the epics he

is residing in the underworld. The fact that the sun appears from the

parävdt may imply that the distance is not exclusively connected with the
West and extends into the underworld4.

AV. 9, 2, 17 wants the rivals to be thrusted forth far (düram) from this world. In
the same and the following verse these rivals are compared with the Asuras and the

Dasyus (who were lead to lowest darkness by Indra). Cf. JUB. 2, 8, 4 "He said to
them (i.e. the Asuras): 'Go far away (düram)'. This is a world called far (dura).
They went to it. These Asuras became irretrievably defeated". The passage ends
with "He who knowing thus sings the Udgitha places with exhalation the gods in
the world of the gods, with inhalation men in the world of men, with the vyäna
breath the fathers in the world of the fathers, with the Hinkära as a thunderbolt he
drives the hateful rival away from this world" (JUB. 2, 8, 9). The order is remarkable

and seems to reflect the subterranean position of the Pitts. The rivals are sent
down to an even lower fourth world called dura.

On distant fields representing the realm ofthe dead see also RV. 6, 61, 14

ma tvät kseträny äranäni ganma "May we not go from you to distant fields".
Geldner, who in the past had equated distance and "Jenseits", here and in places
where parävät occurs, leaves out this correct interpretation in his translation. Anyhow,

TS. 7, 2, 7, 5 interprets these distant fields as those of death. In his translation
Keith takes àrana as "joyless", probably because he did not realize that distance
and death belong to the same sphere. For fürther references see Arbman (1928:
208). See also RV. 10, 58 on dying or soul-loss and going far away (dürakäm) of
the soul to various places including the paräh parävätah. Cf. PB. 1, 5, 18 "My
soul that hath gone far away unto Yama, Vivasvat's son, make thou return it again
unto me" (tr. Caland).
Renou (1955: 12, n. 4) assumes that parävät is the forerunner of terms denoting
hell.
Arbman (1928: 231) does not exclude the possibility that distance and underworld
are not identical: "Vielleicht wurde jenes in einer weiten Ferne, am Ende der Erde
gelegene Land der Toten als ein anderes, glücklicheres und besseres Land als
das unterirdische Totenreich gedacht".
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Kuiper (1983: 224) observes: "As for the term parävät-, it has long
been observed that it often denotes the underworld"5 and he even states that

in the Rigveda paravo? "always denotes the nether world" (1983: 160). The

latter conclusion is clearly exaggerated.
Hoffmann (1975: 50) criticizes Lüders's interpretation of the term:

"Die Gefahr, Wörtern seiner These zulieben eine bestimmte Bedeutungsnuance

zu geben, hat L. nicht immer vermieden, so wenn er parävät, das

nach Ableitung und sonstigem Gebrauch nur 'Ferne' heissen kann, mit
'Jenseits' wiedergibt". This criticism is not wholly fair, since derivation
and application of the term sometimes may point to "Jenseits", provided
this is not (as Lüders assumed) a place in heaven.

The prefix parä expresses 'far' as well as 'away'. This 'away' forms

an opposition with 'on this side' and consequently parävät may be rendered

with 'Jenseits'. Words consisting of a prefix and the suffix -vat always
denote places6. In the plural parävät may refer to cosmic subdivisions7. So

parävät may denote yonder world, wherever its exact localisation should
be8. As a prefix to verbs parä means 'away, off; see e.g. parä-i and parä-
bhü. These compounded verbs express dying, destruction and getting lost9

It has to be admitted that in the RV. parävät often just denotes

distance, especially in the many cases where an opposition with nearness is

found.
When coming from a or the parävät is expressed and the subject is a

solar deity connected with dawn, then the distant region may be the nether
world (Kuiper 1983: 224-225). See RV.l, 35, 3 (Savitr); 1, 47, 7 (Asvins);
1, 48, 7 (Usas); 1, 92, 3 (Usas and Asvins); 1, 112, 3 (Asvins); 1, 134, 4

(Usas) and 8,5, 30 (Asvins). It is remarkable that almost all the references

are found in the late first book.

5 See also Arbman (1928: 207 f.).
6 See Wackernagel-Debranner (1954: 871) and, with regard to pravât, Bodewitz

(1997: 9 f.).
7 See RV. 1, 34, 7; 8, 5, 8 and 8, 32, 22 AVP. 19, 15, 8) on three worlds called

parävätas and TS. 4, 7, 12, 1 (and parallels) on four and AV. 10, 10, 2 on seven
worlds.

8 For the association ofparä and downward see AV. 12, 2, 1 ...adharah parehi and
KausS. 49, 6 where adharäcah, paräcah and aväcah occur together (Arbman
1928: 206, n. 1).

9 Ehni (1896: 28) draws attention to the parallelism of the sun which sets or goes
down and the dying human beings in connection with the verb parä-i.
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Soma and Agni are brought to the human beings from the parävät.
Kuiper (1983: 219) observes that Soma is not only fetched from the

parävät but also from the rock which would denote the cosmic hill under
which the nether world is situated. See also Kuiper (1983: 224) on Agni
being brought from the parävät, from the womb of the waters, from darkness

etc. In later versions of the myth Agni and Soma are fetched from
heaven and sometimes nether world and highest heaven alternate, a problem
which is difficult to solve. See Kuiper (1983: 225): "Possibly these terms

primarily denoted the mysterious world of totality of the dualistic cosmos
Be that as it may, this much is obvious that the parävät-, which could

be identified with Nirrti-, was not a dwelling-place ofthe Devas"10.

Agni is brought from the parävät by Mätarisvan in RV. 1,128, 2; 3, 9,
5; 6, 8, 4; Soma by the eagle in 4, 26, 6; 9, 68, 6 and 10, 144, 4.

As observed already, several references do not convincingly point to a

nether world. Uncertain is the situation of Turvasa and Yadu in connection
with parävät (RV. 1, 36, 18; 6, 45, 1). Perhaps they were rescued from the
nether world, i.e. from death. In RV. 1, 119, 8 Bhujyu, who had been

thrown down in the parävät by his father, may have been rescued from
death or the nether world.

All the material discussed above refers to coming from the parävät
and, apart from the uncertain references to Turvasa, Yadu and Bhujyu, it
does not concern human beings. There are also some places in the RV.
where going to the parävät is mentioned.

The Rsi of 8, 30, 3 asks not to be led into the distances. In 10, 145, 4
the wish is expressed that a female rival should be sent to the pärä parävät.
Indra is said to have thrown down (or destroyed) Namuci in the parävät (1,
53, 7). In 10, 95, 14 Purüravas threatens his wife, the Apsaras Urvasï who
had left him and refuses to return, that he might commit suicide and then

go to the farthest distance (parävätam paramam) where he will be eaten by
wolves in the lap of Nirrti.

The material of the RV. shows that parävät often denotes distance,
sometimes the nether world from which the sun, Soma and Agni come
forth and that as a destination for human beings it is seldom found. Most of

10 See also Kuiper (1979: 98) on parävät being the dwelling-place of the Asuras,
where Uéanas, the Purohita ofthe Asuras, is living. On parävät and Nirrti see also
Renou (1955: 12,n.4).
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the relatively clear references to a nether world are found in the late first
and tenth books.

In the AV. the specific connotation is more evident. General references

to distance are almost exclusively found in the twentieth book (Saunaka

ree.) containing hymns from the RV. References to the nether world
are only found in books 3-12 (with one exception, AV. 18, 4, 41 dealing
with the funeral).

The parävät is associated with the sun appearing from it in AV. 6, 34,
3; 6, 35, 1; 7, 27, 2".

Rivals are wished to be sent to the farthest distance in AV. 3, 18, 3

RV. 10, 145, 4); 6, 75, 2 (from which they should not return)12.
The same applies to witchcraft (8, 5, 9) and sinners (12, 5, 64)13.

The going to the parävät of a seriously ill person is tried to be
prevented in AV. 8, 1,8. In the context it is said that he should ascend out of
darkness and not go after the Pitrs. In 5, 30, 1 (an unclear verse in which
the term parävät occurs) again not following the path of the Pitrs is
mentioned. On account of these two verses one might conclude that dying is

going to the parävät and that this path is also followed by the Pitrs. There

11 AV. 3,4, 5 invites the man who has to be consecrated as a king, from the farthest
distance. In the cosmification of the context the new king seems to come like the

sun or like Indra from the nether world. On the other hand the preceding hymn 3, 3

deals with an exiled king (âparuddha) who should be lead hither from afar

(pärasmädj (3, 3, 4). Cf. MS. 2, 2, 11 parâvâtam va esâ gató yó niruddhäh. The

mantra to be recited for such an exiled king was a préhi paramasyäh parävätah
(cf. AV.3, 4, 5 âprâ drava paramasyäh parävätah). If indeed in all the three places

an exiled king plays a role the term parävät cannot denote the nether world,
unless the return of the exiled king has to be taken metaphorically as the return
(from yonder world) of someone thought to be dead.

12 The following verse (AV. 6, 75, 3) contains the same wish about no return and
states that the rival on his way to this farthest distance should pass all kinds of
cosmographie items among which three parävätas; i.e. he leaves the universe and

goes to the fourth world. In cosmological classifications this fourth world may
denote totality, but also death and night. See Bodewitz (1973: 87 ff; 1982: 47-51;
1983: 45). In the Vrätya hymn ofthe AV. (S. 15, 13, 1-5; P. 18, 39, 1) the cosmic
triad is followed by all worlds in fourth position (P.) and the parävätas lokäs in
fifth position (P.). In distinction to the four preceding worlds the distant worlds are
not calledpunyal Evidently they are the world of death, not regarded as a paradise.

13 According to Gonda (1966: 53) the distances would be an euphemism for destruc¬
tion and annihilation and the term päpa-lokä would refer to "a 'situation' rather
than a locality". I disagree.
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is no indication that this Pitrloka is positive; it is even associated with darkness

in 8, 1, 8. In AV. 18, 4, 41 (in a funeral hymn in which one might
expect references to heaven rather than to an underworld) the Pitrs and the

parävätas occur together, but the meaning of the verse is not certain.
The turn of phrase ä mrtyor ä parävätah is found twice in the Paip-

paläda ree.14, in AVP. 1, 98, 4 and 20, 65, 11. In both places a relationship
should last "till death, till the parävaf. Whatever should be the exact

translation, so much is clear that obviously the world called parävät was
associated with life after death in general (and not exclusively with sinners
and rivals).

It is evident that in this text parävät denotes the destination of rivals,
bad people and sinners and even of some Pitrs and deceased people in general.

The prefixes compounded with the suffix vat and denoting
"Ortsabstrakta" are only found in the RV., the AV. and in Vedic verses

(Wackernagel-Debrunner 1954: 871). Only parävät sometimes occurs in
Vedic prose. The fact that these prose texts do not give much material and

that in the older Upanisads (with one exception) the term is not found, does

not prove that ideas on the nether world disappeared. Other terms may have

taken over its role.
The Yajurvedic Samhitäs do not offer much new material in their

Mantras. In TS. 4, 1, 9, 3 (and parallels) the sun comes from the farthest
distance. The four parävätas mentioned in TS. 4, 7, 12, 1 (and par.) form
an extension of the three occurring in the RV. and may imply the existence

of a fourth world nether world?). In MS. 4, 14, 1 Prajâpati is said to be

the lord of the worlds, quarters of space, parävätas, nivâtas, udvätas. In
this context the horizontal extension seems to be meant. For the verse of
MS. 2, 2, 11 as a variant of AV. 3, 4, 5 see n. 11.

Vedic prose has a limited number of topics in which parävät plays a

role. The most famous is that of Indra hiding himself after having killed
Vrtra. See TS. 2, 5, 3, 6; 6, 5,5, 2; TB. 1, 6, 7, 4; SB. 1, 6, 4, 1; AB. 3,
15, 1; PB. 15,11, 9; JB. 1, 137; 2, 152; 3, 296. The reason for Indra to
withdraw was his misconception that he had failed15. Now one may ask

14 For these and other references to Paippaläda places with parävät I am grateful to
Ario Griffiths.

15 Keith in his translation of TS. 2, 5, 3, 6 assumes that Indra felt himself guilty.
Though strange enough the killing of Vrtra is counted among Indra's sins, the
parallels prove that Indra thought to have failed, i.e. that he had missed Vrtra.
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what was the place to which Indra went. Gods who hide themselves and
have to be rediscovered mostly enter the nether world. In this episod Indra
acts like a king who has lost his authority and withdraws to the wilderness.
Therefore JB. 1, 137 explicitly equates Indra with such a king and makes

the ritual apply to dispelled kings. See also n. 11 on dispelled kings who
are said to go to the farthest distance (MS. 2, 2, 11).

There are some indications that the parävät to which Indra withdraws
is the underworld. According to TS. 2, 5, 3, 6 and AB. 3, 5 Indra is first
discovered by the Pitrs. AB. 3, 15 and JB. 3, 296 emphasize the identity of
the paramä parävät and the Anustubh metre. I think that the tertium
comparationis is based on the fact that the Anustubh is elsewhere equated with
the fourth world, with death16.

Another topic is the sacrificial horse which, if unrestrained, might go
to the farthest distance (TS. 5, 4, 12, 3; TB. 3, 8, 9, 3; 3, 8, 12, 2; 3, 9, 13,

2; SB. 13, 3, 3,5). Since the situation does not refer to the horse which is

freely roaming about before being slaughtered, I cannot imagine that the
fear is expressed that this horse would actually run away. Probably the
opposition is between reaching heaven and getting lost in the nether world.

In the Yajurvedic Samhitäs (both in the Mantras and in the prose
sections) the material for the equation of parävät and nether world is rather
limited. Moreover we still have not dealt with human beings in this
connection.

In a verse found in TS. 1, 1,9, 1 (and Yajurvedic parallels) Savitr is

requested to bind him who hates us and whom we hate, with a hundred
fetters in the farthest distance. Instead of paramäsyäm paräväti parallels
also read paramäsyäm prthivyam. The outskirts of the earth seem to be

meant here, but SB. 1,2, 4, 16 interprets the version of VS. 1, 25 as referring

to the underworld by denoting it as blind darkness.
PB. 5, 8, 8 equates going to the end of the six-day period of the sacrifice

with going to the farthest distance, but does not give any information
on the implications of this going to the farthest distance. This much is clear
that anta 'end' and parävät are identical and consequently parävät may
refer to the end of the world. The same identification is found in the
Brähmanas when verses from the Samhitäs are quoted and explained in
which the ablative parävätas is found. This 'afar' is explained as 'end'

16 Seen. 12.
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(anta) in AB. 5, 2, 11; 5, 21,16; SäftkhB. 22, 5; 23, 7. Or does anta here

refer to death?

PB. 15, 7, 2 states that using the Anustubh as Stoma-verse would imply

that the sacrificer goes to the farthest distance. Does this refer to his

death, since Anustubh is not only the end of the metres but is also equated

with the fourth world death)? The formulation paräm parävatam ya-
jamäno gacchen na pratitisthet has a parallel in SadvB 3, 8, 14, where,
however, the rival is the subject. In its context it appears that the rival is

removed from heaven and earth with two particular Sämans and that due

to the use of a Säman of which the name denotes 'floating' he misses a

support. So perhaps both places refer to being sent to a world outside the

universe.

According to SähkhB. 5, 7 the Pitrs have gone to the farthest distance.

Perhaps TB. 3, 7, 12, 5 implies the relegation to the farthest distance

of some deceased. The text states that sin is left at the farthest distance or
place (pararne sadhâsthe) and that one may rise to the world of the meritorious

people where sinners do not come (since they have to go to the
farthest distance?).

The Sütras contain verses in which parävät occurs.
It is evident that the creative use of the term parävät already began to

disappear in the Vedic prose texts. In the older Upanisads we find only one
reference and a strange one at that.

BAU. 6, 2, 15 concludes its description of the Devayana by stating te

tesu brahmalokesu paräh parävato vasanti. tesäm na punarâvrttih. Hume

unsatisfactorily translates "In those Brahmaworlds they dwell for long
extents. Of these there is no return". What does "for long extents" mean?

Deussen more convincingly renders "Dort in den Brahmawelten bewohnen
sie die höchsten Fernen", but it remains strange that the Brahmaloka has a

gradation based on distance.

Perhaps the observation on no return caused the insertion of the paräh
parävätas. These were in the older texts also associated with no return, but
then not referring to rebirth but to the excluded return of rivals or of
everybody who dies17. See RV. 10, 95, 14 prapäted änävrt parävatam pa-
ramam; AV. 6, 75, 2 paramani täm parävatam indró nudatu yäto nä pünar
ayati. This place does not prove anything on a heavenly parävät.

17 See Arbman (1928: 209, n. 2) on the land of no return denoting the realm of the
dead in several cultures.
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The interpretation of parävät as a nether world (from which deities

may come or to which deities go) is supported by evidence from the texts.
For our purpose the parävät as the destination of human beings who die or
are killed is essential. We will summarize the relevant data and give some

comments on details. Here we distinguish three categories: a) sinners (hell);
b) rivals (underworld or hell); c) ordinary people and Pitrs (underworld).

a) Sinners are only mentioned by AV.12, 5, 64

yäthayädyamasädanatpäpalokan parävätah
"That he may go from Yama's seat to the worlds of the sinners18,

to the distances".

The sinner, who elsewhere in this hymn is explicitly sent to hell, is someone

who insults the Brahmin and takes away his cow. Apparently sinners
and saints are selected by Yama.

b) Rivals should be sent to the distance in the following three places:
RV. 10, 145, 4 päräm evä parävatam gamayämasi

"To the far distance we drive the rival woman
away"19.

AV. 6, 75, 2 paramam täm parävatam Indro nudata vrtraha I
yäto nä pûnar ayati sasvatîbhyah sämäbhyah II

"Indra, the killer of Vrtra, must drive him forth into the

farthest distance, whence he shall not return in all years
that come"20.

18 Whitney translates "to evil worlds". Gonda (1966: 53) prefers '"worlds' of evil" or
rather "worlds of demerit".

19 This typically Atharvan spell is also found in AV. 3, 18, 3. In the Paipp. parallel
this verse is missing. One may assume that the death ofthe female rival is aimed at.

20 The following verse elaborates the way to go:
étu tisräh paräväta étu panca jänärri âti/
étu tisró 'ti rocanâ yäto nâ pûnar ayati /
sasvatîbhyah sämäbhyo yâvat sûryo âsad divi //
"Let him go beyond the three distances, beyond the five races of mankind.
Let him go beyond the three spaces, whence he shall not return in all years
that come, as long as the sun will be in the sky".

The formulation points to a realm of the dead rather than to complete annihilation
and excludes banishment.
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The whole hymn concerns a rival.
SadvB 3, 8, 14 yam kämayeta paräm parävatam iyän na pratitisthed

iti pavamäne rathantaram kuryät brhat prstham plavam brahmasäma.

brhadräthantaräbhyäm evainam ebhyo lokebhya uddhrtya plavena pra-
plävayati. paräm parävatam eti na pratitisthati.

"When he (the sacrificer) desires (about his rival): 'may he go to the

farthest distance, may he have no firm support', then he should apply in the

Pavamäna laud the Rathantara, make the Brhat the Prstha laud and apply
the Piava as Brahma Säman. By the Brhat and the Rathantara he removes
him from these two worlds (i.e. from heaven and earth) and by the Piava
he causes him to float. He goes to the farthest distance then and obtains no
firm support". Cf. ÄpSS. 22, 4, 27.

TS. 1, 1,9, 1 emphasizes the prevention of return from the farthest
distance of someone who is an enemy:

badhänä deva savitah paramäsyäm paräväti saténa pasaih I
yó 'sman avesti yarn ca vayäm dvismäs täm âto ma mauk II

"O god Savitr, bind him in the farthest distance with a hundred
fetters who hates us and whom we hate. Don't let him free from there".

c) For ordinary people going to the distance should be prevented.
RV. 8, 30, 3 ma nah pathäh pitryän mänavad ädhi düräm naista

parävätah
"Don't lead us far from the human path of the ancestors to the

distances"21.

RV. 10, 95, 14 sudevó adyä prapäted änävrt parävatam paramani
gäntava u I
ädhä säyita nirrter upästhe 'dhainam vfkä rabhasaso adyüh II
"What if your idol today should throw himself down (into an

abyss) in order to go to the farthest distance without returning, and

then should lie in the lap of Destruction, and the ferocious wolves
should eat him?"22

21 Geldner's translation "Führet uns nicht vom väterlichen Wege des Manu weit ab in
die Ferne" is also defensible. It is uncertain whether the path to the parävät is opposed

to the Pitryana.
22 Geldner translates "Liefe heute dein Abgott davon auf Nimmerwiederkehr, um in

die fernste Ferne zu gehen ...". Elsehere, however, 'no return' and 'farthest
distance' belong together and just by walking away one does not reach the farthest
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AV. 5, 30, 1 avâtas ta ävätah parävätas ta ävätah I
ihâiva bhava ma nû gä ma pùrvan ânu gah pitfn âsum badhnämi
te drdhâmll
"For you nearnesses (should be) nearnesses, for you distances

nearnesses. Remain here. Don't go. Don't follow the former
fathers. I bind your lifesoul fast".

The first quarter is rather obscure. I follow Whitney in assuming plurals
instead of ablatives singular and an ellips of the verb (which mostly
supposes an imperative). The text seems to imply that the distances of life after
death for the time being should be replaced by present life. By implication
not following the path of the Pitrs is not dying, not going to the (farthest)
distances, and consequently Pitrs are associated with the distances. This

place illustrates the well-known conception of a lifesoul which at the same

time as an external soul may temporarily or eternally leave the body. In
RV. 10, 58, 11 the mânas (another conception of the soul) has gone far

away to the farthest distances (päräh parävätah; AVP.l, 84, 10 reads

paramani parävatam; the hymn is missing in AVS). This place, however,
does not prove much since all kinds of other cosmographie entities are also

mentioned23.

AV. 8, 1, 8 ma gatanäm a dïdhïthayé näyanti parävatam I
a roha tàmaso jyótir éhy a te hästau rabhämahe II
"Do not long for the departed who lead to the distance.

Rise up from darkness into light. Come, we take both

your hands".

distance. Purüravas threatens to commit suicide. On prapat see Bodewitz (1999 b :

223, n 11). Butzenberger (1996: 86) is inclined to interpret the expression 'to go to
the farthest distance' as "an euphemism". The expression, however, occurs rather
often and distant fields seen as realms ofthe dead are well known from other cultures.

23 Still it is interesting to see that in this hymn belonging to the Gaupäyana songs ap¬

plied to the recovering of Subandhu's lifebreath the first verse (Yama) and the last

two verses (the farthest distance; past and future) refer to dying (having gone to
the god of death; having gone to the farthest distance; having left the present time).
The special connection between manas and paramä parävät is to be observed in
AVP. 2, 82, 5, where the mind of a Yätudhäna who is to be killed should go to the
furthest distance and breath, sight and hearing correspond to wind, sun and the
intermediate space. Since mostly mind and moon are associated, one may assume that
the paramä parävät here represents the sphere of the moon and the world of the
dead.
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In the original application this must have concerned somebody who is on
the verge of dying. Apparently all who die go to the distance. In the
preceding verse is said: "Do not follow the Pitrs".

The turn of phrase ä mrtyor ä parävätah (AVP. 1, 98, 4; 20, 65, 11)

likewise refers to ordinary people.
On account ofthe parallelism with SadvB 3, 8, 14 (sending a rival to

the farthest distance where he will find no support) we may assume that

going to the farthest distance and getting no support there may be prevented
in PB. 15, 7, 2 by not openly applying the Anustubh (which is end or
death).

Instead of preventing the going to the farthest distance death) one

may also rescue someone who is almost dead (and whose lifesoul is perhaps

already 'in the farthest distance'). Here the ablative plays a role:
RV. 6, 45, 1 yä anayatparävätah saniti turväsam yädum I

indrah sä no yüvä sakhä II
"He who guided Turvasa (and) Yadu with good guidance
from the distance, this Indra must be our youthful
companion".

Since there is no reason to assume that the mentioned persons are simply
led from a far region, it is likely that parävät refers to (the realm of) death,
the more so since Indra is elsewhere also said to have rescued them (i.e.
from being drowned). See Macdonell & Keith 1912: 316. This rescuing
seems to be described as leading back from the world of the dead. In RV.
1, 36, 18 the two mentioned persons are called upon by means of Agni
from the parävät, but the situation is unclear here.

Likewise rescued from being drowned was Bhujyu. In this case the Asvins
were the saviours.

RV. 1, 119, Sägachatam krpamänam paräväti pitüh sväsya tyäjasä
nibädhitaml
"You two came to complaining (Bhujyu) who had been

thrown down in the distance24 due to abandonment by
his own father".

24 Geldner translates "zu dem in der Feme jammernden (Bhujyu)". I connect paräväti
with nibädhitam and compare RV. 1,53, 7 .../ nàmyâ yàd indra säkhyä paräväti
nibarhâyo nâmucim nâma mäyinam // "... als du, Indra, mit dem Genossen Nami
in der Ferne den Zauberer Namens Namuci niederstrecktest" (tr. Geldner).
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A different approach is found in the following text-place from the AV.

AV. 18, 4, 41 sa veda nihitän nidhîn pitfn paräväto gatan
"He (i.e. Agni) knows the treasured stores gone to the

Pitrs, to the distances".

My translation agrees with Griffith. Whitney translates "he knoweth the

deposited deposits, the Fathers that are gone away to the distances". I do

not think that the fathers can be described as "deposited deposits", an

expression that refers to sacrifices and their merits. Probably Agni knows the

sacrificial merits of the deceased which earn him a place in the Pitrloka. It
is remarkable that parävät here has a positive meaning and denotes a

Pitrloka in heaven. This may be an adaptation to the context of this hymn
which exclusively deals with the heavenly future of the dead who is being
cremated.

In SähkhB. 5, 7 the Pitrs are simply said to have gone to the farthest
distance. There is no negative connotation and we do not know where their
Pitrloka should be situated.

We may conclude that at least in some contexts parävät means more than

just distance and that there are more than ten references in which this
distant region denotes the destination of people who have died or are going to
die. Apart from one or two exceptions this region is not in heaven. This
distant world which if not identical with the underworld at least lies in the

same sphere, should not be (exclusively) interpreted as hell. Only once
sinners are mentioned. Often rivals play a role. Their only sin might be their
hatred, but Vedic literature (also once here) describes the rival as someone
who hates us and whom we hate. One fears to go to the farthest distance,
but even Pitrs are sometimes said to have gone there. The farthest distance
is the realm ofthe dead which preceded the discovery of heaven as a
destination for the deceased and is a conception which together with other terms

denoting the underworld survived in Vedic literature. The ideal in the later
Vedic texts of course was heaven, but those who did not sacrifice or failed
to perform the sacrifice according to the esoteric rules still had to go down
or far away instead of upwards. It is significant that parävät was the only
compoundending in -vat which was still found in the prose texts.
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